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Collierville Schools took LGBTQ+ books off shelves
while Tennessee lawmakers considered ban
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In the prologue for one of the pulled books, the author, a queer Black man, tells readers the
names of several Black people. Their killings inspired him to write this memoir, “No Ashes in
the Fire.”   

“I’ve been haunted by these deaths since I learned of them,” author Darnell L. Moore, now
46, tells readers. “They constantly make me question whose stories are allowed to flourish in
our collective memory and whose are blotted out. This book is a response to the call
emanating from their graves. It’s a demand for collective freedom and life. And it is a way of
saying: we are here.”

Readers later learn teen bullies doused Moore in gasoline when the author was 14. Wind
saved him, preventing his peers from striking a match.

Collierville high schoolers could not find “No Ashes in the Fire” on the shelves of their school
library last winter and spring.
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As Tennessee legislators made proposals for banning LGBTQ+ books, Collierville Schools
removed them from high school library shelves for review, documents show.

More than 300 books were pulled from shelves, some placed in the counselor's office,
according to emails obtained by The Commercial Appeal, while staffers sorted them into a
list of five categories. District officials later suggested certain categories of books be removed
from the library indefinitely. 

Books the district labeled “Black Lives Matter,” a list of nearly a dozen titles, documents
show, were also pulled from shelves. Documents show these books, including "No Ashes in
the Fire," were verbally assigned tiers. 

Internal emails show that throughout the review process, a school-based librarian pushed
district officials to move the books back onto library shelves and make them available for
students.

Emails and other documents obtained by The Commercial Appeal through a public records
request show a district official instructed books to return to shelves in early April. In
response to questions for this story, Collierville Schools said no books at the high school level
are stored off library shelves or require parent consent for check out. 
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"Please note that these books were not removed from official circulation through our library
Destiny system but were pulled from the shelves to begin a review process if the bills were
signed into state statute," district spokesperson Jennifer Hannah wrote in an email to The
Commercial Appeal. 

Book legislation:Tennessee Senate passes Gov. Bill Lee's school library bill

School curriculum:Recent book removals, new state legislation intensify ongoing debate
over what's taught in Tennessee schools

In April, hours before a district official requested the books be returned, she wrote to a
community member that some books remained with guidance counselors, requiring parent
permission to check out, but never said which books those were, how students would know
the books existed or how to follow the steps to check them out. 

The Collierville district’s self-initiated review illustrates the impact of proposed legislation on
school districts subject to a wave of bills and laws restricting teaching materials, including
last year's "divisive concepts" law focused on how students learn about race. In the absence
of state guidance for implementing new library laws, the implementation is up to the
interpretation of school districts and their board members. 

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/politics/2022/02/25/tennessee-age-appropriate-school-library-bill-passes-senate/6922691001/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2022/01/29/book-removals-new-legislation-intensify-debate-over-whats-taught-tennessee-schools/9243060002/
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This year, that includes the Age-Appropriate Materials Act, a law pushed by Gov. Bill Lee
that requires districts to publish their schools' library collections, regularly review them for
appropriate materials and establish a way to respond to challenges to books. 

Taking action — in this case, pulling books — based on proposed legislation, though, is an
example of a “profound and actual chilling effect” such bills can have, the Tennessee Equality
Project told The Commercial Appeal. The state’s school librarian association said students
should have “access to diverse viewpoints in the school library collection.” 

It is unclear if the school district will use the pre-made list of tiers to inform its complete
response to the Age-Appropriate Materials Act. 

"We are in the process of developing procedures to comply with the Age-Appropriate
Materials Act of 2022...which may include required parental approval for certain materials,"
Hannah said, adding the district is anticipating guidance from Tennessee's State Board of
Education, the Tennessee Department of Education and the state's Textbook and Materials
Committee. 

Collierville staff removed books before legislation ever passed

The records obtained by The Commercial Appeal show Collierville Schools had started the
review process by February. Who initiated the entire process, though, is unclear, based on
the records. 

Collierville Schools told The Commercial Appeal its Department of Curriculum and
Accountability began the review in response to proposed legislation. 

Emails show the district acted in response to three pieces of proposed legislation, none of
which had passed when school officials initiated the review, as well as last year's divisive
concepts law pertaining to classroom materials on race. 

What can be taught:What happens if Tennessee's law on the teaching of race is violated?
New rule spells out the consequences

Education about race:Critical race theory isn't taught in Tennessee schools. Here's what
is being taught about race.

The Commercial Appeal obtained the records informing this story through an open records
request. But the records were first obtained by Chelsea Glass, a community activist who this
August began a candidacy for the Collierville school board.

Glass, a parent of children zoned for the Collierville schools, had suspicions books were being
removed.

https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/acts/112/pub/pc0744.pdf
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2021/11/23/consequences-laid-out-teaching-banned-concepts-under-new-state-law/8724042002/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2021/05/12/tennessee-schools-critical-race-theory-ban-what-is-taught-about-race/5023972001/
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"But it was shocking to see the conversations that were being had," Glass told The
Commercial Appeal in a July interview. 

"It's just an effort to erase people's identity and their agency, and they're starting at some of
our most vulnerable groups, which is our children," Glass said. "And it's frightening to see
the school moving in a way that supports that kind of mentality."

Records include emails about proposed legislation, lists of LGBTQ+ and Black Lives Matter
books flagged for "sensitive material," district policies and librarian procedure manuals.  

Before Glass received the records, later obtained from the school district by The Commercial
Appeal, the school district told Glass and others, including reporters, that no books were
banned or chall, eventually telling Glass what was apparent in the records: Officials moved
books off shelves. Still, the district went so far as to say it wasn't "aware of any list of books"
provided to staff and students. 

"If a list was created by one (or both) of the CHS librarians, we have no record of it here in
the Central Office," Jeff Jones, the assistant superintendent, wrote to Glass. 

One of the earliest emails in the records is from a high school librarian, Katherine Cozzens,
who sent a list of books to the high school principal Roger Jones in late February.
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"Please find attached a list of books that I have flagged for review due to sensitive content,"
Cozzens wrote. The district's curriculum supervisor, Megan Jackson, had already seen the
list, Cozzens said. Cozzens said she was working on finding additional information about
each book.

"...so we can brainstorm ways to keep them available in some form for students,"
Cozzens offered as an explanation. 

Throughout the following months, the librarian repeated the refrain, about wanting to keep
the books available to students, as officials tasked her and a second high school librarian,
Jason Sharp, with reviewing the high school library collection for "sensitive material." 

In late February, the day before Cozzens sent a list of the books to her principal, the district's
top academic officer, Leigh Anne Rainey,asked Jackson, the curriculum supervisor, for a list
of processes and procedures informing how librarians curate school collections. 

"Getting questioned on some of the books available in libraries, especially at
CHS," Raineywrote to her colleague, "and just want to have our ducks in a row if/when that
is brought to the board in light of the nature of the world today and library books..."

"It's coming," Raineysaid in February, "just want to fend off while we can." 
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That weekend, Roger Jones, the high school principal, sent the list of books to his
administrative team, the emails show, and told the librarian to reach out if he could help
her. 

Two minutes later, an assistant principal at the high school, Lauren Balentine, wrote him
back. 

"Good Lord that is a ton of books that are flagged....or am I just thinking that?" she said. 

What books were removed from shelves?

Collierville librarians found more than 300 books that contained "sensitive content," a topic
largely defined by LGBTQ+ characters and themes, but also inclusive of "Black Lives Matter"
and books parents in Collierville and nearby municipal school districts had questioned. 

"Please find attached a list of titles with sensitive material," Cozzens wrote to district officials
in early March. "More specifically, books with gay protagonists, books that educate or
provide support for LGBTQIA+ issues, books that have been questioned by parents in
Collierville and surrounding munis, and books that overtly address BLM issues or include
BLM themes."

"...My hope is that most of these books can be immediately returned to circulation," Cozzens
said.

The list is vast. Of its 300-some titles, most are relegated to the lower three of five tiers. The
lowest tier includes books with any mention of LGBTQ+ characters, the second tier includes
book with LGBTQ+ main characters and the third includes suggestive language or implied
sexual interactions. 

It is unclear whether the district had a digital catalog of its books it could have used for the
review process at the time. It does have such a catalog as of August. 

Nearly 70 books, almost a quarter of the list, were categorized into the fourth and fifth tiers,
which district officials later suggested should be removed from general circulation in the
library. 

"We discussed recirculating Tier IV books; however, only to students who are granted
parental permission," Jackson, the curriculum supervisor, wrote in an April 4 email to
Rainey, the district's top academic official and Jones, the high school principal. 

The fourth tier are books with several LGBTQ+ characters and "may contain mature sexual
references," documents show.  

https://search.follettsoftware.com/metasearch/ui/77739
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Jackson continued, "I’m asking that the Tier V books not be recirculated in the library. Some
will be placed in the guidance office for use by the counselors. If you would like to discuss
any of the books that are not being recirculated in more detail, please let me know." 

There is no description about the content of the fifth tier books. Documents describe the tier
as "the books are being pulled."

Many of the books in the fifth tier are guidebooks: Among the 27 titles are "Queer: The
Ultimate LGBT Guide for Teens," "Nonbinary Gender Identities: History, Culture,
Resources," "Be strong, Be wise: The Young Adult's Guide to Sexual Assault Awareness and
Personal Safety," "Being Transgender: What You Should Know" and "A Quick & Easy Guide
to They/Them Pronouns."

How Tennessee lawmakers have taken aim at classrooms  

Emails show Collierville Schools leaders helped orchestrate the review in response to bills
proposing to ban LGBTQ+ books and a broad category of "obscene" materials. Emails show
the review of "Black Lives Matter" books as a continued response to Tennessee's "divisive
concepts" law, passed in 2021, which prohibits teachers from including certain race or
gender concepts in class. 

Rules for the law focus on instructional materials used as part of classroom lessons, and do
not specifically include library books a students may read on their own. 

'This is not progress':Memphis students oppose bills banning 'obscene' and LGBTQ
books

Banned book:NAACP concerned over Holocaust book ban from Tennessee district's
curriculum

A final piece of legislation inspiring Collierville to remove books from shelves for a review
passed this year: The Age-Appropriate Materials Act, pushed by the governor, requires
districts to post library collections online and review them regularly for "appropriate"
materials. 

Critics, including librarians, called the bill vague and unnecessary. And it's implementation
has varied in the absence of guidance: While the act itself requires district action by the start
of their school years, a companion bill requires the state's textbook commission to issue
guidance — but not until December. A commissioner on the board, Linda Cash, told The
Commercial Appeal that process has not yet begun.

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2021/05/12/tennessee-schools-critical-race-theory-ban-what-is-taught-about-race/5023972001/
https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/rules/0520/0520-12/0520-12-04.20211108.pdf
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2022/03/05/memphis-students-against-tennessee-obscene-lgbtq-book-ban/9389818002/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/local/2022/01/30/holocaust-book-maus-ban-concerns-tennessee-naacp/9278193002/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/politics/2022/02/25/tennessee-age-appropriate-school-library-bill-passes-senate/6922691001/
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A spokesperson for the Tennessee State Board of Education confirmed the body, which often
votes on rules for implementing state law, does not have such a role in the appropriate
materials law. 

The Tennessee Department of Education issued a memo to districts in August, after school
started in Shelby County, indicating the legislation could also apply to classroom libraries, a
more comprehensive interpretation than is specified in state law. It is unclear if the
department formally advised districts on the law prior to the memo.

One group that has filled in this gap on guidance has been the Tennessee School Board
Association, known as the TSBA. It offers model policies to school district boards who
subscribe to its policy service, and developed one in response to the Age-Appropriate
Materials Act that it published in June. 

The Collierville Schools board approved its updated library policy during a July board
meeting. The policy is similar to the TSBA policy, but differs in its manner of addressing
complaints, an element of the policy that existed before the board made updates: Instead of
bringing a committee's response to challenged materials to the board, Collierville directs
those to the district's director. The board only hears appeals. 
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On April 6, Rainey, Collierville's top academic official, updated district leaders on the
legislation to say there was "no longer a need to continue to vet" books for the defeated bill
proposing to ban LGBTQ+ materials. 

'Obscene' books:Republican candidates, pastors and a country music star sound off on
pornography in public schools

School library materials:Hotly debated 'obscene' school materials bill passes Tennessee
House, awaits Senate action

In days leading up to the email, district officials were fielding community and media requests
for information about what was happening in the library. In a statement to one reporter,
district officials said "no book has been challenged or banned at any school." 

Rainey, in the legislative update email, appeared to make a distinction between what was in
circulation and what would be "not on the shelf." It is unclear how students would know how
to check books out that were not on the shelves. 

"While no books have been removed from the catalog or unavailable for checkout, those that
were placed not on the shelf may be returned to the shelf at this time for checkout without
any restrictions or parent approval," Rainey wrote in an email about the LGBTQ+ books. 

She offered a similar explanation for books falling under the "obscene materials" bill, a
second hotly contested proposal restricting library materials. 

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2022/03/03/tennessee-republican-lawmakers-bill-targeting-obscene-pornography-books-school-after-hearings/9347441002/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/politics/2022/03/29/tennessee-house-passes-obscene-school-materials-bill/7199105001/
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"We will continue to review our collections for the upcoming defined tiered checkout system
for age appropriate materials for the 22/23 school year and work toward creating a restricted
list that requires parent approval for checkout by current policy," Rainey said. 

The next day, Collierville Schools Superintendent Gary Lilly emailed Common Sense Media,
a nonprofit for families and educators that rates movies and books.

"Does Common Sense offer a method that might allow us to import our collections' ISBN
identification numbers to receive an age-appropriate rating for each title?" Lilly asked. "If so,
how much does the service cost?"

Proactive response to restrictive legislation criticized by librarian,
LGBTQ+ advocates

Librarians and advocates, including Glass, who first obtained the records, criticized the
district for removing books from library shelves when the restrictive legislation had yet to
pass — and ultimately, in the case of the bills targeting LGBTQ+ and "obscene" materials,
never did pass. 

Glass was particularly concerned after hearing that students were involved in the process of
removing the books. 
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Collierville Schools could not confirm if students were involved. 

"Libraries do utilize student workers, specifically at the middle and high school levels, for
various tasks at the discretion of the librarians," Hannah, the spokesperson wrote to The
Commercial Appeal. "We are not aware if these student workers assisted with the relocation
of these materials during their student work hours."

The Tennessee Association of School Librarians pointed to the American Library
Association's Bill of Rights, part of Collierville School's librarian manual, after The
Commercial Appeal provided the group the list of flagged materials.

"In the spirit of the ALA Library Bill of Rights, TASL encourages school leadership and
school librarians to work together to ensure the protection of student First Amendment
rights and to ensure student access to diverse viewpoints in the school library collection,
which exists to supports their academic, informational, and personal reading needs," TASL
leaders wrote in a statement. 

"In implementing the newly-passed Age Appropriate Materials Act," the statement
continued, "the collection should be evaluated according to the district selection policy and
not subject to partisan or doctrinal disapproval." 

In addition to including the library association's Bill of Rights, Collierville's manual for
school librarians includes existing processes for responding to community book challenges
and procedures for discarding books that aren't "useful." Discarding a book requires a
principal's approval.
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"Items to be considered for discard are outdated or inaccurate materials, items in poor
physical condition, items that no longer meet the needs of the school’s mission or
instructional program, and items that no longer match students’ interests and abilities," the
manual states. 

LGBTQ community:At Memphis' queer prom, balancing tragedy and joy amid 'alarming'
Supreme Court implications

LGBTQ youth:Gay Briarcrest alum said private school’s LGBTQ stance nearly cost him his
life

Shahin Samiei, the Shelby County Committee Chair of the Tennessee Equality Project, said
the proactive nature of Collierville's review is symbolic of a "chilling effect" proposed bills
had on schools and school districts. The district, he said, has much to explain about the
reasons for the review, adding it placed the school librarians in a position challenging
professional ethics to oppose library censorship. 

"To say they were trying to be proactive is not a good excuse or rationale – they actively
directed discriminatory censorship that would harm their own LGBTQ constituents. Parents
and our community deserve to know what the school district plans to do with these lists and
procedures moving forward," Samiei wrote to The Commercial Appeal after reviewing the
documents. 

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/health/2022/07/05/memphis-queer-prom-supreme-court-ruling-implications-cast-shadow/7736880001/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/news/education/2021/11/11/briarcrest-lgbtq-policies-alumni-community-leaders-plead-change/6342539001/
https://www.tasltn.org/assets/images/Advocacy/Position%20Statement%20on%20the%20Censorship%20of%20Books%20in%20School%20Libraries%20in%20Tennessee.pdf
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"Collierville Schools also needs to directly address their LGBTQ students and families here,
because this has very likely damaged trust," he said. "That likely will have profound and real
effects on students’ and parents’ outcomes if they need support now or in the future from
their teachers, librarians, school counselors, or others in the district."

Ijeoma Oluo, who wrote the book “So You Want to Talk About Race,” another on the
Collierville school district's list of books related to Black Lives Matter, reviewed Moore's
book, "No Ashes in the Fire," for The New York Times. 

"I found myself thinking of all of the black boys I grew up with who also seemed invisible.
The boys who were told that their creativity, their softness, their queerness and their beauty
were incompatible with their blackness," Oluo wrote. "They will certainly see themselves in
Moore’s story and, let’s hope, feel a little bit less alone."Laura Testino covers education and
children's issues for the Commercial Appeal. Reach her at
laura.testino@commercialappeal.com or 901-512-3763. Find her on Twitter: @LDTestino

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/08/books/review/darnell-l-moore-no-ashes-in-the-fire.html

